The KJV Onlyite

A common characteristic of the KJV onlyite is his rude and condescending remarks to any and all Christians -- even the extreme God fearing -- who dare use another bible translation in his presence! A KJV onlyite is unduly exalted in his own eyes, for no reason other than his usage of the KJV! Such people walk in a thick spiritual fog of self-deception thinking they can understand the KJV, and even say (lie) at times that a 12 year old can understand the KJV too! KJV onlyites are ever ready to rip and attack anyone who would dare even imply the KJV is difficult to understand much less incomprehensible and blasphemous at times. They will treat a fruitful servant of God as an unsaved wicked servant of satan and extreme enemy, merely for his usage of a reputable modern and understandable non-KJV bible translation!
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